The first system of intersection types. Coppo and Dezani [3], extended simple types to include intersections and added intersection introduction and elimination rules ((ΛI ) and (ΛE) ) to the type assignment system. The major advantage of these new types was that they were invariant under β-equality, later work by Barendregt, Coppo and Dezani [1], extended this to include an (η) rule which gave types invariant under βη-reduction.
Similar results hold for the subsystems of A A co and AA. Some formulations of AA use a partial order < over types. This is defined as follows:
DEFINITION (?).
(1) a < a (5) af < l&f < y X a < y. Note that the standard formulation of this has instead of (6): (8) a<aAaand (9) a<? &a1/<#=z>aAa1</3Afl1. (9) can easily be derived using (2), (3), ( 
5) and (6). (8) follows from (1) and (6). Conversely (6) follows from (9), (8) and (5).
The following rule is then valid in AA:
RULE (<).

Ak-M:a a?< A F-M : #i
In fact Hindley [4, Lemma 3.3.4] shows that (Q) in AA is equivalent to (<). By 1.7(3) and (4), (AE) also follows from (<).
For each of the weaker type systems A we will find a weaker form of (<) (called (<A)) replacing (C) and/or (AE). Each A determines a subset of the clauses (1) to (9). PROOF. By an easy induction on the derivation of (a). A Case (6). In this case a <A y, a <A 3, again with shorter derivations, and/_ y A3. As (6) is included in the definition of <A, A has (<) or (Al). The former case is obvious, in the latter case we have, by the induction hypothesis: In Section 6 below we will prove the following equivalences: A later paper will show that the inhabitation problem for systems -2 equivalent to AA is undecidable and decidable for systems r2 to A(<). This follows from the 2 equivalences in Theorem 2.3 and the work of Urzyczyn [6] and Kurata and Takahashi [5] . New work will show that the systems -2 equivalent to A( ) and A(AE) also have a decidable inhabitation problem. Algorithms will be supplied to find such inhabitants. We suspect, but have not yet proved, that the inhabitation problem for systems r2 equivalent to A(AI) is also decidable. (ii) a -) t ?< -)< <al &/3 <y.
PROOF. By induction on the derivation of (f). Most cases are simple (the (Var) case uses Lemma 3.1). We will consider the cases where (f) is obtained by (-I) and (q). Case (-> I). (f) comes by (-
We require some similar results for weaker forms of <. Note that y may now have become a cut formula and also /3 above, but these are shorter than the eliminated maximal cut formula /3 --a.
Thus either the only maximal cut formula is reduced in length or the number of cut formulas of maximal length has been reduced by one. This is impossible, so none of the maximal cuts can be -* cuts. . .. Xn : a AFHAQ: a (or /3). a may now be a cut formula, but a larger maximal cut has been eliminated, which, as is shown above, is impossible.
Hence the derivation described has no cuts at all. GENERATION LEMMA FOR SYSTEMS CONTAINING A(AI). If A is a type  system that has at least (Var), (-* I), (-> E) In this case we note that ?A is <1,567 or <, so each <A has at least (1), (5), (6) VB1x.x (a -a)
GENERATION LEMMA FOR SYSTEMS WITHOUT AI. If A is a type system that has at least (Var), (--> I) and (-E) but not (AI) and
dI
(v) As for Theorem 7.1 (ix)-(x). (vi) As for Theorem 7.1 (iv)-(v).
